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the Radical Party Congress at Vichy on the 8th October. France,
he said, did not wish to threaten or to humiliate any other country,
and for that reason she would accept no reduction of forces without
an international agreement which would be effectively guaranteed
and which would provide for the establishment of permanent and
automatic supervision and for progressive disarmament. He declared
that Great Britain, Italy, the U.S.A. and many other countries had
agreed with Prance on the principle that there should be a period of
four years during which the system of supervision would be put into
operation, armies would be reorganized on a short-term basis (exclud-
ing semi-military formations), and no more heavy war material
would be constructed. At the end of that period, if supervision had
proved effective, 'prohibited'material would be destroyed.1 Monsieur
Daladier asked what it was that Germany wanted. The Government
publicly proclaimed their desire for peace and had expressed through
diplomatic channels the hope of a rapprochement with France. But
why was German youth trained for fighting ? Why did the Govern-
ment refuse to take the first step towards disarmament ? And why
did it demand the right to construct material which would have to
be destroyed soon afterwards if a convention was signed ?2 Monsieur
Daladier referred with satisfaction to a speech which had been made
by Mr. Baldwin at Birmingham on the 6th October at the annual
conference of the National Union of Conservative and Unionist
Associations. Mr. Baldwin had remarked on that occasion that if a
Disarmament Convention was signed, a nation that infringed its
provisions would have no friend in the Civilized World, and the same
was true of any nation which deliberately prevented the conclusion
of an agreement by putting forward demands which it knew would
not be acceptable to the other signatories. Mr. Baldwin had also
referred to the fear that Great Britain had less regard than of old for
the sanctity of agreements into which she had entered and which
were designed to contribute towards the peace of Europe, and he had
mentioned in particular the Locarno Treaty (which was at the time
the subject of violent attack in certain organs of the British Press).
'What Great Britain has signed5, he declared, 'she will adhere to.'
1	It will be remembered that at Geneva, in May, Monsieur Paul-Boncour
had again suggested that Offensive' armaments should not be destroyed
but should be retained for use by the League of Nations.  In this respect,
therefore, the policy of the French Government had been modified in accor-
dance with the views of the other Powers.
2	It would appear from this reference to the German demands that the
French Government were not yet aware of the tenor of the German proposals
of the 6th October.

